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The possibility of observing cyclotron resonance in an inclined magnetic field because of the
presence of open periodic electron trajectories in momentum space is discussed. It is shown
that the impedance experiences resonance as a function of the inverse magnetic field strength
(cyclotron resonance) at chosen directions of the magnetic field inclined to the sample surface and under conditions of the anomalous skin effect.

1.

Under conditions of anomalous skin effect 1),
the variation of the surface impedance of metals
with the frequency w of the incident electromagnetic wave and with the reciprocal of the constant
magnetic field H- 1 has a resonant character provided ( 1) the electrons are returned to the skin
layer many times by the strong constant magnetic
field ( r « l) and (2) the number of such electrons
is not small. This phenomenon, called cyclotron
resonance, was theoretically predicted by Azbel'
and Kaner [1] and is presently extensively used as
a method of investigating the energy spectrum of
electrons in a metal.
In metals with closed Fermi surfaces, cyclotron resonance can be observed when the constant
magnetic field is parallel to the surface of the
sample and all the electrons drifting along H return many times to the skin layer, and the impedance assumes minimum values at w = qs-2extr
( q-integer, S1extr-value (with respect to Pz) of
the Larmor precession frequency of the electrons
in the magnetic field, z axis-direction of mag- .
netic field). This condition ( w = qs-2extr) corresponds to multiple acceleration by the electromagnetic field in the skin layer of electrons with
extremal Larmor frequency.
For a quadratic electron dispersion law S1 ( Pz)
= const and all the electrons participate in the
resonance. In a magnetic field inclined to the
sample surface, the impedance of a metal with a
closed Fermi surface is practically independent
of the magnetic field [2 ' 3]. Although for arbitrary

I )The depth of penetration a of the electromagnetic field
in a metal should be much smaller than the characteristic
linear dimensions of the electron trajectory, namely a «r,
l (r- radius of curvature of the trajectory in the magnetic
field, l- mean free path of the electron).

orientation of the constant magnetic field the
electrons which are on the central section of the
Fermi surface ( Pz = 0) or near it do return many
times to the skin layer, they make no appreciable
contribution to the impedance because their number is very small (their number is not extremal
with respect to Pz )2 ). This circumstance was not
taken into consideration by Chambers, Heine,
Phillips, and Blount [4] in their attempt to explain
the experimentally observed cyclotron resonance
in an inclined magnetic field [5].
If the Fermi surface has open periodic plane
sections pz = const, then even in an inclined
magnetic field there are always electrons that
drift along the sample surface, because the resultant drift of electrons with open sections Pz
= const makes an angle q; with the direction of
the magnetic field, determined from the equation
( 1)*

where Vz and Vy = cb/eHT ( Pz) are the mean
values of the drift velocities of the electron along
the magnetic field and in a plane perpendicular to
the magnetic field [s]; b = Px { T ( Pz) } - Px { 0} ;
c-velocity of light; e-electron charge; T ( Pz)
= 27TS1- 1- period of motion of the electrons in the
magnetic field; h ( Pz ) = vz T ( Pz ) . If the layer of
open Fermi-surface sections has at least one open
section with vz = 0 (such a section is, for example,
the central section through the axis of a surface of
the "corrugated" cylinder type), then there are
electrons with all possible drift directions in the
yz plane. In the opposite case, as can be seen

2 >An exception is the case when
section.
*tg' =tan.
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v'z = 0 on the central
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from ( 1), there are no electrons drifting at an
angle cp close to 1r /2.
In view of the fact that

(3)
where

cb

00

<p = arc tg eHh (pz)

(81'- (k)

is a continuous function of Pz, there is practically
always such an open section Pz = p~ for which the
electrons drift along the line of intersection of
the surface of the sample with the plane yz. If the
following conditions are simultaneously satisfied
tg <p 0

= cb/eHh

h' (p~)

= 0,

(p~),
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(2a)
(2b)

where cp 0 is the angle between the direction of the
magnetic field and the line of intersection of the
sample surface with the yz plane, many electrons
(an extremal number with respect to Pz) are repeatedly returned to the skin layer and both conditions (see above) for the observation of cyclotron resonance are satisfied. (Conditions (2a) and
(2b) can be written in explicit form: vr; ( p~) = 0
and v~ ( p~) = 0, where the r; axis is parallel to
the inward normal to the surface of the sample;
the prime denotes everywhere differentiation with
respect to Pz·)
This case is analogous in some respect to cyclotron resonance in a parallel field for a nonquadratic electron dispersion law. The difference
is that in the latter case all the electrons drift
along the surface of the sample, and resonance
occurs only on electrons with extremal Larmor
frequency nextr· In our case the orientation of
the magnetic field picks out the electrons that
drift along the sample surface, and although the
number of such electrons is extremal, there are
still no grounds for assuming that the period of
motion over the orbit is also extremal for them.
It is therefore necessary to carry out slight
averaging over the periods of motion of the electrons that return many times to the skin layer.
This averaging decreases somewhat the amplitude
of the resonance oscillations and changes the dependence of the impedance on the frequency and
the magnetic field. However, this difference is so
insignificant, that it can be detected only by highprecision experiments. (In place of the tensor
A~~ 3 the expression for the }mpedance will contain in t~is case the tensor A~~ 7 For the definition of Apv see [1] and Sec. 2 below.)
2. Following Azbel' and Kaner m, we write
down Maxwell's equations for the high-frequency
field EJ.l ( r; ) in a metal in a Fourier representation, continuing EJ.l ( r;) and the electric current
jJ.l ( r;) in even fashion to the region r; < 0:

=

2 ~ EI'-W cos

k~ d~.

0

To determine the electric current j ( r;) it is
necessary to solve a kinetic equation, linearized
with respect to the external electromagnetic field,
for the electron distribution function (see [1]). As
a result, the connection between jp ( k) and
(8 11 (k) assumes the following form:

2n:

X

~

27C

"t'

VI'- ('r) d-r ~ dl' 1 Vv ( l'1) exp

0

0

~

(

dto +

i

~

) dl'2

"t'l

~

X cos [

~ ~ V~; dl'2].

( 5)

~.

Here t 0-electron mean free path time, T = Qt
21rt/T ( Pz ) , and t- time of motion of the electron along the trajectory in the magnetic field.
Strictly speaking, the boundary conditions lead
to one more term in ( 4), but this would lead only
to an insignificant change in the numerical factor
in the expression for the impedance [3J.
With the aid of (5) and (4) we can in principle
solve Eq. ( 3) and determine the distribution of the
field E ( r;) in the metal. For the surface impedance tensor, determined from the relation
=

4niro
)
- -c2 -EI'- (0

'\:1
)
= LJ
Zl'-vEv• ( 0,
v

we obtain the following expression:

r

I

= - 8iro dk k21
cz ,\
L

+

4lt:ffi
c•

k.

<k>]-1 •

(6)

1'-v

0

where I is a unit matrix and the expression for
K1111 (k) is given above.
Let us find the asymptotic value of Kpv ( k)
near resonance. The integrals with respect to
T 1 and T 2 are determined by the stationary-phase
method. The integral with respect to Pz can be
calculated by expanding the denominator in powers
of the small parameters
x

=

((J) -

qQ

(p~)}jqQ(p~),

1/(J)t0 ,

kv~;IQ.

It is clear that a contribution is made to the
current density only by the electron with small
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vt

~ VF/kl ( VF-electron velocity on the Fermi
surface). If the trajectory traveling along the
surface is not extremal, that is, vi; ( p~) "' 0, then
the integral with respect to Pz in (5) is finite as
x - 0 and 1/wt 0 - 0, as can be verified by calculating it with the aid of the residue theorem.
If v/; ( p~) = 0, then Kf.lv ( k) has a resonant
character. The asymptotic value of ( 5) has in this
case the form

K

f'Y

(k) = 2n2e2 {h"
h"

(Pm '1•

'/
qk'

1
X

(V ~ _ .
X

X

'

-v-+)
X

X

<1> (pz; {}, '¢) = 0;

(7)

where 77 a, 7713-stationary phase points,
+ (wto)-2,and sa= sign Bv~;(T/a )/BT.
Substituting (7) in (6) we obtain for the resonant part of the surface impedance the following
expression

K

= Vx2

zf'V =

16Jtwc- 2 (3Jt 2w/c 2)'j,

Af'V

=

(3k'1'/2Jt)

Kf'V

e2rtif

A~~·.

(k).

for the sake of brevity we give only the expressions for R~es and x"&es for the case when
h"(p~) > 0.
The topological structure of the Fermi surface
and the orientation of the magnetic field relative
to the crystallographic axes determine in unique
fashion the direction of the open trajectories
Pz = const [S], and consequently also the angle cp 0
[see (2a)]. Therefore conditions (2a) and (2b) can
be written in somewhat different form

(8)
(9)

The tensor Zf.lv can be transformed to a frame
in which the resonant character will have only
diagonal components [1]. Leaving out the intermediate steps, we present the final expressions
for the resonant amplitudes of the active and reactive parts of the impedance R~es (H) and
X~es (H):

( 10)

and the corresponding expressions for the
resonant frequencies

( 11)

where

An analysis of the expression for the surface
impedance, particularly (10), shows that the
difference in order of magnitude from the corresponding formulas given by Azbel' and Kaner [1]
is not so appreciable. We note incidentally that

h' (pz; {}, '¢)

=

0,

(12)

where J, 1/J-angular spherical coordinates of the
vector H. Equations ( 12) have at best a onedimensional set of solutions, that is, a onedimensional set of orientations of the inclined
magnetic field, at which cyclotron resonance
takes place. (We note that Eqs. (12) may have no
solutions at all, for example if h ( Pz; ,9, If!) is a
monotonic function of Pz for all angles J and If!).
From the period of the observed resonant
variations of the impedance we can determine the
period T ( p~ ) of motion of the electrons drifting
along the surface of the sample, while the
orientation of the magnetic field itself enables us
to determine h ( p~ ) and consequently v ( p~ ) . It
must be remembered, however, that in metals
with a very complicated dispersion law the Fermi
surface may have in principle closed sections
Pz = const, on which the following conditions are
satisfied simultaneously
Vz (p,. {}, '¢)

= 0,

V~ (pz; {}, '¢) = 0.

In this case there is likewise cyclotron resonance,
and the frequency dependence and the dependence
on the magnetic field of the resonant part of the
impedance have the character described above.
The only difference lies in the dependence of the
impedance on the polarization of the incident
electromagnetic wave. If the resonance is due to
electrons that drift along the surface of the sample in an inclined magnetic field, then a sharp angular dependence of the impedance should be observed with variation of the polarization of the
electromagnetic wave (there is a preferred direction-the electron drift direction).
Another situation is possible in principle,
wherein there exists for some orientations of the
inclined magnetic field an entire region (in Pz) of
electron orbits on which v t ( Pz) is very small. In
this case cyclotron resonance, albeit very weak, is
possible on electrons with extremal effective
mass (extremal period) in the given region of Pz·
Cyclotron resonance in an inclined magnetic field,
of the same, intensity as in the parallel field, takes
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place as a rule on electrons with non-extremal
effective mass.
I am grateful to M. Ya. Azbel' for useful discussions of the results obtained.
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